Alexandre Katrangi
Expert in geopolitics, geostrategies,
economics, marketing, business opportunities
& investments analysis & macro analysis on the
Middle East & Africa

Through Alexandre’s proximity and constant
exclusive local relations with the key actors and
players of the Middle East and all GCC, Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia, and Africa, he provides independent
advice to a client base comprising blue-chip
financial institutions and private investors, large
conglomerates or market intelligence companies as
well as politicians and diplomats.

Alexandre's biography
Alexandre Katrangi’s Background
Core business flows from advising on all aspects of market entry through to the investment process itself
as well as basic geopolitics, geostrategies and environmental advice. Fundamental interest in emerging
and frontier markets and mainly with the Saudi Arabian market focus on all its market aspects such as oil
& gas, oil prices, military and defence sector, industrial sector, rail sector, energy conventional/thermal
electricity and IPP sector and nuclear sector, royal family succession and internal visions.
Over the past 23 years, Alexandre has interacted and operated with companies such as Vitol, Halliburton,
EDF, Denel, Mocoh Switzerland, Socar, Bashneft, Sistema, Norinco, Geodis, Ukroboronprom, Natixis,
Blackstone, Thomson and many other international companies and conglomerates.
He is a past Associate of the Ambassador Omar Zeidan considered as the doyen of Middle East and
Arabian Peninsula dealmaker since 30 years.
Core Competencies:
Macro level due diligence and analysis
Country and specific sector, projects, company and business relations studies
Identification of opportunities and assessment on the actors and network intelligence.
Intelligence & advisory services on the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Alexandre will consider speaking
engagements globally in the areas of politics, risk, strategy, intelligence, international relations, and
energy and doing business in the Middle East and Africa. Charismatic in his delivery, Alexandre is happy

delivering a business keynote address to large and small audiences, after dinner speech, one to one
executive mentoring, day and half day consultancy.
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